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What if you can design a decentralised process of managing a group of companies for the benefit of society and 
our ecosystems of planet earth.

What if you are able to use vertical funding techniques in order to grow an organisation without the need to go 
through processes that are out of date and slowed down with red tape and politics. 

Now is the time to achieve great things with a community of believers in new generation technology in the 
digital frontier and reality.  Our founder, Arash Farboud said that “The exciting dawn of creating the new digital 
frontier awaits us.” in October 2021. The future is now in 2022. All predictions have started to come to fruition.

The dawn of NFTs and Metaverse growth as well as Virtual Reality has begun a revolution in speed of human and 
machine interaction with the increase in demand for security and reliability of data.

Our mission started in December 2020 with the idea of releasing a test bed coin token to see if close friends 
and family would like to participate in a new generation of funding and investments with utility rewards and 
experiences. To Arash’s amazement a batch of coins were sold in 1 hour. This could not be happening, this could 
not be true, but it was happening. 

Around September time, a revelation of Non fungible Tokens as well as a new generation of coin entries started 
to get more exciting for  Arash Technologies Labs. It was time to conduct Beta testing and the first batch of 
coins were released with an astonishing uptake in a matter of days. 

A round of NFTs and additional Tokens of LOXA and EVA were produced to enhance the response and continue to 
develop the ecosystem. 

A further 2 companies were established, Aracom Industries Ltd and Goldstar Today. These all embodied the 
vision of Arash Farboud to allow the ‘digital frontier to grow’. 

Our time is now to be independent, to think radically differently and shape our future at light speed.

Welcome to our world of A coin, Loxa and EVA.
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Arash Coin was founded by Arash Farboud in December 2020 as a wish to create something to provide a capital 
fund as well as supply its investors a good way to participate and create wealth also. The desire to create 
amazing systems and vehicles usually takes slow and beurocratic steps. The ability to vertically fund with an 
ecosystem and ‘believing’ community with small fees makes most sense. Arash was born in Cambridge England 
and still lives there today surrounded by its beautiful architecture, great minds and a river to punt in the 
summer to enjoy his days. His life began as a geneticist from the University of London to a business founder in 
the science and automotive sector. The businesses he has created have all been seeds from a start up and not 
purchases of shares or acquisitions. Organic and steady growth has been key....... until now.

Mark Twain stated:

‘All you need in life is ignorance and confidence and then success is sure’.

Arash has been working in the science and transport sector for 30 years. Now is the time to embrace space 
travel, electric vehicle technology and alternative fuel manufacture. Our planet is at a point that technology is 
allowing our race to be able to explore other planets and also satisfy human wants in a way that does not 
depend solely on the consumption of goods. Our identities are evolving based on our characters and not our 
possessions. The new age has begun and its financial eco system is here to be more efficient than ever before to 
assist machine payments and system payments. Arash Coin is here to serve the masses in the most efficient and 
speedy way possible.

Along side Arash are his wonderful wife and 2 sons as well as an awesome supportive family, Sharon CEO, 
Kerry CIO, Jennifer CMO and other wonderful advisors and supporters. Lets not forget Fluffy, his Rooster.
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Founded by Arash Farboud in December 2020 to be the first 
company on planet Earth to be lead by a team of executive Robots 
in avatar and physical form. A team of advisors also take part in 
the management of the company being from all backgrounds as 
well as human and machines.

CEO Sharon Brightstar  -  Calm and well spoken 
English born tech geek and people person.

CIO Kerry Jupiter  -  Firm but also equally geeky in 
tech and systems - she never seems to be wrong.

ARACOM GOLDSTAR TODAY News Anchor John Gold  -  
years of experience in explaining the latest news.

CMO Jennifer Saturn  -  Never a dull day with 
Jennifer. Getting the message out there with Sharon.
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ARASH MOTOR COMPANY  |  physical car 
AND ROCKET sales and associated 

products

ARASH TECHNOLOGIES  |  NFTS, TOKENS

LOXA EVAA

ARACOM  |  SAHARA - OUR ARACOMVERSE

SPACE

ARASH TECHNOLOGIES  |  NFTS, MASTER TOKENS
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LOXA EVA

A ARASH COIN  |  master coin and token

LOXA COIN  |   token EVA COIN  |   token

ARASH COIN  |  master coin and token - 20,000,000 CIRCULATION

LOXA COIN  |  token - NOT IN CIRCULATION OR RELEASE AS OF DATE

EVA COIN  |  token - NOT IN CIRCULATION OR RELEASE AS OF DATE
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LOXA

EVA

A ARASH COIN  |  master coin and token

LOXA COIN  |   token

EVA COIN  |   token

ARASH COIN  |  ARASH TECHNOLOGIES COIN 

LOXA COIN  |  token - LIQUID OXYGEN of ARASH TECHNOLOGIES

EVA COIN  |  token - Earth/Electric vehicle of arash technologies

LOXA  |   enrichment of oxygen to a liquid form 
to provide rocket fuel and breathing gas for 
hospitals and spacecraft. oxygen manufacture 
through tree plantation (photosynthesis). 
enrichment through machines.

eva  |   machine to machine payment for earth and 
ev vehicles (on and off planetary or space 
station) and metaverse vehicles. electrical 
storage, systems and battery manufacture.

Key:
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Arash Coin is only availble as Master coin for a short period of time at www.arash-tech.com

Arash Coin (ASH) is now available on Binance smart chain contract:

0xdac03e1ac1e5b4a2e32cbb23af1b50a3fc17d543

OXDAC..543

ASH available to swap on Pancakeswap on Binance smartcain

Current release   1,000,000 coins

April 2022 release 1,000,000 coins

On hold 18,000,000 coins

Issued: 20,000 coins aprox at time of paper release

Lock up of coins in March 2022 to provide protection from early large fund draws (Rug pulls)

Sale of coins via Arash Farboud, Arash Technologies and Aracom Industries Ltd to use funds will be agreed by 
vote and twitter polls by all token holders.

Current number of Wallets 207 at time of launch of paper 2022 Jan

Minting and mining to come in new forms that avoid wasting energy

A

http://www.arash-tech.com
http://www.arash-tech.com
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This is a living document and information is up to date at the time of publishing. Please note information here 
does not constitute investment advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any of 
the content as such

The Arash Coin team suggest you conduct your own due diligence and consult your financial advisor before 
making any investment decisions. By purchasing any Arash product, you agree that you are not purchasing a 
security or investment and agree to hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. 
You also agree that the team is presenting the products ‘as is’ and is not required to provide any support or 
services. You should have no expectation of any form from the Arash Coin ecosystem and its team. Although 
Arash Coin is a community driven DeFi ecosystem and not a registered digital currency, the team strongly 
recommends that citizens in areas with government bans on Crypto do not purchase it because the team cannot 
ensure compliance with your territories regulations. Always make sure that you are in compliance with your local 
laws and regulations before you make a purchase.

A

The culture decides the technology


